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Monday offered a promising start to the USD Index 

that jumped above its peers on ISM data, but as the 

Euro’s rally started on Tuesday, the dollar tumbled, 

with its weakening rapidly spreading from EUR/USD 

to other major pairs. A recovery started on 

Wednesday and peaked after the releases of better-

than-expected ADP data and trade balance, but was 

erased with another wave of the Euro’s upswing and 

a drop in ISM non-manufacturing PMI that exceeded 

the expected slight decline. The plunge bottomed out 

on Thursday, mirroring the peak of the EUR Index’s 

surge, and the dollar’s gauge started to edge up. 

Friday’s labor data prompted the index’s only spike, 

briefly lifting it above the baseline. The push was not 

enough to keep the measure in the appreciation area, 

but managed to cut its weekly loss to 0.3% 

The USD Index failed to hold the position it won 

during the May 26-29 upsurge, and spent the first 

week of June mostly below the baseline and among 

the worst performers. The Euro’s gauge, on the other 

hand, continued with the pattern of strengthening. 

Backed by encouraging inflation data, the ECB’s 

assurances, and hopefulness of the time over the 

Greek negotiations, the EUR Index went into a three 

day rally and, together with its Swedish peer, posted 

the only solid positive change in the past period. 

Meanwhile, the franc’s measure, which was moving in 

tandem with the Euro’s during the previous period, 

fell behind and spent the week at the baseline.  
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During the first four days of the period both the 

dollar’s volatility barely reached above the 2-point 

mark, though it did surge above the market’s 

measure. The first spike took place on Monday, 

when after the US ISM manufacturing PMI report 

the USD index rose to 1.8. In the next two days, 

the unexpected fall of the US factory orders and 

PMIs have pushed the index above 2.0, but the 

highest spike of the dollar’s volatility occurred on 

Friday. The remarkable growth of the US nonfarm 

payrolls managed both the USD index and the 

market’s gauge to jump to their highest values of 

the period.      

After a lull of the past few weeks, the period was 

quite volatile for the market and almost all observed 

currencies. The Swedish krona became the most 

turbulent currency of the week, with its index 

spending 48% of time above its average historical 

level. The measure for the Euro and the Aussie, 

whose heightened volatility was mostly caused by 

the ECB monetary policy decision and the 

unexpectedly low Australian trade balance, 

respectively, stood at 47%. The aggregate USD index, 

in turn, was 10% behind the leaders. However, in 

terms of the peak height, the USD was the 

undisputed leader (5.33), notably outpacing its 

peers.  
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Currency Significance 

The dollar’s correlation composite first spiked on 

Monday, when the currency ticked up against its 

peers, but the motion reversed as the Aussie took 

the spotlight with a surge on the RBA statement. 

The Greenback’s composite retook the 0.60 level 

more firmly later the same day, when the dollar’s 

weakening broadened across most major pairs. The 

measure was holding the position, until another 

move from the Aussie pushed it down to 0.50 on 

Thursday, and then krona’s Friday tumble put it at 

the week’s minimum of 0.45. Then, however, the 

dollar surged with the non-farm payrolls data and 

the composite spiked to its maximum of 0.85, 

finishing the period well above its peers. 

The dollar’s significance measure edged up 

compared to the long-time readings and held 

around 0.6 points throughout the week, fueled by 

the Greenback’s across-the-board movements. 

With that the measure was among the period’s 

most stable and strongest composites. As for the 

USD/EUR components, the pair’s bonds with USD/

GBP and USD/SEK were notably higher, while 

correlations with USD/CHF were weaker than usual. 

Components with USD/JPY and USD/AUD were the 

most changeable, with their weekly distributions 

covering the entirety of the monthly ones. 
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Violin Plot 

Violin Plot is a combination of a Box Plot 

and rotated Kernel Density Plot 

EXPLANATIONS 

Methodologies 

Volatility Index 

Confidence Interval 
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Disclaimer 
Everything in this article, including opinions and figures, is provided for informational purposes only and may not be interpreted as financial advice or solicitation of 
products. Dukascopy group assume no responsibility for the completeness or the accuracy of any data contained in this article. Financial figures indicated in this 
article have not been verified by the Dukascopy group. Views, opinions and analyses are those of the author of the article, and are not endorsed by the Dukascopy 
group.  
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